Metal capping piece (finish = powder coated to match 'anthra zinc')

Zinc cladding system by VM Zinc, or similar approved (finish = 'pigmento green')

Flashing by VM Zinc, or similar approved (finish = 'anthra-zinc')

Steel column (circular hollow section - CHS 219.1) painted RAL 9011

Curtain walling with vents ('AA100' system by Kawneer, or equal approved). Framing colour = RAL 9011 - 'graphite black'.

Ground level +6.400

uPVC window 'Profile 22', or similar approved- frames dark grey

Zinc cladding (finish = 'pigmento green') forming external window cheeks

Curtain walling ('AA100' system by Kawneer, or similar approved). Framing colour = RAL 9011 - 'graphite black'.

Finished floor level +6.475

Top of lift shaft TBC

Soffit of cladding +9.144

Do not scale from this drawing, use figured dimensions only.

All dimensions to be checked on site.

All drawings to be read in conjunction with other contract documentation.

Any discrepancies to be reported to the Contract Administrator before any work commences.